3800 series 2 wiring harness

Check out the new Photo Gallery! Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. News: Check out
the new Photo Gallery! Pages: [ 1 ] 2. Author Topic: Wiring Harness? Read times. Cyb3rw0lf Jr.
Member Posts: I find that severely odd, its in a '95 Park Avenue and I don't believe the wiring
harness diagram I made will even partially work with a series 2 since mine is based off of a '92
LeSabre, does anyone know if it will? Heres a pic of the engine he found, 75, miles:. RobsFieros
Hero Member Posts: Thats a V8. That looks like a 5. This is a na Series II and it's a Actually we
just figured out something that was a bit of an issue previously, the year marker on the car says
'85, we figured that was a mistake since we thought the Park Avenue wasn't built until ' Maybe it
uses the same style computer system as the '84 fiero hes looking at dropping it into? Flyboy81
Jr. I don't think the fiero computer would be a good choice in running that engine. The fiero ecm
is very hard to get a good tune on and on top of that, its very specific to running the fiero's 2. I
would try to use the donor harness and ecm from the buick. Fierofool Global Moderator Posts:
OBD II computers didn't come out until the mid 90's, so that can be eliminated. When you
showed the engine with a distributor, my first thoughts were that it was a RWD , maybe from a
Camaro. I really couldn't make out what it was in by looking at the picture. Could the be
configured to work? There are three kinds of men: 1. The ones that learn by reading. The few
who learn by observation. The rest of them have to pee on the electric fence and find out for
themselves. Will Rogers. It could be possible to use the I need to know a little more bout the
harness and connections on the engine. Is it mpfi? I can't see it well in the pic. I wonder if its the
same bolt pattern as the 2. If it basically wires up the same as the fiero 2. This is not an obd I car
either. Its a GM 1 diagnostic port. It can only be scanned for code and very few funtion tests
performed engine off, key on, like the fiero. Then it should just be a matter of getting everything
out of the Buick, dropping the engine into the Fiero, routing the wiring harness from the Buick
to the other side of the engine, through the firewall, and connect it to the Buick's computer
Basically I'd say that's about right. I don't think there is any kinda of security, granny doesn't
use ecm and all the power sources for the harness can be mated to the c Only issue will be
lengthening the wires where you need them I believe. Everyone here, I now worship the ground
you walk on How much would one charge to combine the two harnesses? I charge for my swap
harnesses. I just realized you said 84 fiero. I've yet to do a harness for an 84 although I don't
have a problem givin it a go if you're interested. I try to keep my harnesses hidden and tucked
away neatly. Hopefully I'll get some pics of my finshed products on the cars themselves. SMF 2.
Hp was rated at for engines gen2 supercharger with a inch 65 mm. I do not know if you have the
31lv6 50l v8 or 57l v8. In this video ill demonstrate how to replace a starter on a pontiac
bonneville 38l series 2 v 6. Looking for a 22 ecotec timing chain diagram with. The series i
supercharged engine went through 2 supercharger revisionsgen2gen3 and the horsepower
improved between initial launch and the time that the series ii l36 was introduced. The pcm then
checks the engine coolant temperature ect sensor and the throttle position tp sensor. However i
have included all of them below. Pontiac cars trucks question. Pictures and diagram of engine
sensor locations on the 38l v6 engine in chevy buick pontiac and oldsmobile cars. What viehicle
has the same motor to do a engine swap. Does anyone know the exact firing order for a pontiac
firebird v6 series 2 engine and why the car stalls at idle. The gm series ii engine introduced in is
quite a different engine from its predecessor the series i engine. The computer has several
modes of operation. Mass air flow issues here some simple troubleshooting and this old
pontiac grand prix is back on the road again. And how are cylinders counted pontiac firebird
question. Whats the firing order for a pontiac firebird v6 series 2 engine. I have a pontiac
bonneville and it had a check engine light on that read. For the pontiac firebird. This engine is
used in many many gm vehicles so this procedure will be similar if not the. Typical engine data
sensor and control component locations on the gm 38l v6 engine. Starting mode when the
ignition is turned on the pcm energizes the fuel pump relay for two seconds allowing the fuel
pump to build up pressure. Firebird firing order diagram. Gm series 2 v6 engine. Pontiac cars
trucks. On my series ii pontiac firebird motor i need to replace a vacuum hose that goes from
the fuel pressure regulator on the. The m62 supercharger was manufactured by eaton for the
gm si engine. I need a vacuum diagram for a series 2 engine can you help me. Clouds of white
smoke and shuddering. I bought this car last october. While the stroke for the 38l engine
remained at 34 86 mm and the bore remained at 38 97 mm the engine architecture changed
dramatically. Buick V6 Engine Wikipedia. Starter Replacement Gm Series 2. Wrg Camaro V6
Engine Diagram. Diagnose Buick Engine. Repair Guides. Fourth Generation Camaro Engines.
Buick V6 Engine Wikiwand. General Motors 60 V6 Engine Wikipedia. File chevroletcamaroz28
Jpg Wikimedia Commons. Wrg Pontiac Engine Diagram 3 8. Gm Series Ii Motor. Rebuilding The
3 8l Buick Engine. Pontiac Firebird Repair Manuals. I bought it. The motor has been blown up.
Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan
Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. I understand

that much easier than looking at two seperate wiring diagrams and trying to mesh them
together. The wiring is similar but not identical. Have you ever tried doing a swap with the 03
PCM? It was the last year before the switchover to the ETC computer and the new transmisson
control scheme. Thats the only PCM that will shift the autos. Saved to desktop. I would like to be
able to plug in some of the engine monitors available out there, but they don't work with OBDI. I
am runnng the Fiero 4 speed manual. I am considering it. Also as far as I know, tuning software
vendors are no longer doing any program upgrades for OBD1. I am just now getting to this
point. Any suggestions on whether to do the harness before or after the engine is in? Neither
running. Both May sell SE. Not true. Batch fire wasn't used on the 3. Since then all computers
used on these engines have employed Sequential fire injection. Also there are many neat new
aftermarket gauges and devices that can show live scan data that only work with OBD2
systems. There are some other minor advantages the OBD2 system has over OBD1 but in
reality, there isn't much else that is different. The one big advantage that OBD1 computers have
over OBD2 currently is the fact we can emulate, or tune in real-time with the OBD1 computers
since they have removable chips. But I am sure in time that this ability will become available for
OBD2 computers as well. Also, Dennis, are you aware there were still "older style" PCMs used
on Series 2 Supercharged applications, such as those that came in the Impalas and Monte
Carlos? These computers look identical to the later generation PCMs and I believe would have
also worked with your transmission. These computers were set up to work with cable-op
throttle bodies, just like your 03 unit. So does the scanning portion of the TunerPro RT tuning
software. So there are two right there that I know for sure that work with the PCM. Web links are
below Do an evaluation of the PCM schematic on the transmissons and you will see that the
signals used to shift it and the transmisson control elements are different. You are correct on
the transmission differences. According to Dave over at TripleEdgePerformance, GM changed
the design of the PCS and other pressure control elements in the transmission so they operate
differently than previous models. So in that instance you are correct that you would need an 03
or newer PCM if you were going to use an 03 or newer 4T65E transmission. Ryan you are a real
help to the Fiero community. What I was looking into a real time gauge that will display engine
data, but if that is the only advantange to go to OBDII I don't feel it would be worth it. I plan on
staying with the manual tranny on my 86 which I am very happy with. The pinout instructions I
posted won't work for the PCM. And I have no immediate plans to put together a sheet for the 97
PCM at this time because it is not a very popular computer. But what you can do is get ahold of
the factory pinout diagrams for your 97 PCM and then compare those with the instructions I
provided. The terminology should be the same same device names and such. The only real
difference you will find is the 97 PCM used very few terminals for sensor grounds and just
spliced these wires together in the engine compartment; whereas the later computers used a
separate ground wire for almost every sensor. So you will need to take that into account when
looking at my wiring instructions. But as far as making connections from the 97 PCM harness to
the Fiero, those shouldn't be much different at all if any other than the pin locations at the PCM.
Yea that's pretty much where I'm at. It's an awful lot of work to rewire a harness to go from
OBD1 to OBD2, and there aren't any performance benefits there that would make it worth-while
to me. But again, it's an awful lot of work to do just to be able to run a specific gauge. Think I
might wait until the time comes when I need a "better" trans. Which, truth be told, will need to
have a lot of work done to it to give it the benefits my 4TE trans already has such as single
chain and 3. But now I think I have all I need Thanks! This connection requires a voltage
regulator spliced into the circuit. Am I right about this?? If you really wanted to alter the voltage,
just get a voltage regulator. You need only connect 12v to one pin, ground to another, and the
third will output 5v. I really dont think there is a need though. Not quite. How close should my
wiring be, with me using the 4T65E-HD trans? Everything else is the same with your wiring
diagrams. It would have taken me a lot longer to get this done if it wasnt for your help. The car
is just about done. Here is a short video I made. Everyone keep in mind this is the first time in
over a year that the car came out of the garge on its own power. Examples in this can be found
in the sensor 5 volt reference and ground outputs supplied by the PCM. But having said that,
the wiring instructions I posted will work fine with any SC PCM running my custom
programming. If you have a specific question or problem, shoot me an email and I would be
happy to help you. You've really posted some good info here and have done a service to the
forum. I'm doing some checking on this now and geting conflicting info. Have you tried using
this PCM? It seems similar to earlier units with the exception of the output signal waveforms to
the trans. Just never had the need to use it in a Fiero swap yet. Very similar to the PCM you are
using. Any particular reason why you ask if I ever used it? If not is it okay if I put them up over
there? Good stuff to have around. Joined under the username "Sinister Performance". Having
worked with it I was wondering if you found it harder to reprogram. There is also a cabin

temperature sensor which appears to output the same. I've tried it and it does turn the system
on full blast as you say. However, I was looking to hook up the the regulation and control of
cabin temperature as the grand prix has it That included these two sensors taking part in a way
yet undetermined. Sorry to stray off topic but its a feature that I'm trying to solve, understand
how it works and once I do I will hook it up. Click here to visit The FieroStore View all sponsors.
Email This Page to Someone! Aug 4th, Report this Post PM. Darth Fiero posts Member since Oct
If you have any questions, please feel free to PM or email me. IP: Logged. Posts: From:
Oklahoma Registered: Sep Bubbajuju posts Member since Sep Big Thanks as usual! AkursedX
posts Member since Aug Wow, now those are wiring instructions I can understand! Aug 5th,
Report this Post AM. CowsPatoot posts Member since May Very nice. Registered: May Dennis
LaGrua posts Member since May Ryan: Great info to have and thanks again for another
thoughtful post. Posts: From: akron, ohio, summit Registered: Mar Ohio; The advantage to
going OBD2 is that you'll have far better and more precise fueling control. Thanks Darth! Aug
6th, Fierofreak00 posts Member since Jun Aug 7th, Ryan, what ever happened to the dozens of
diagrams and pinouts you had on your site? Chris Hodson posts Member since Aug I was
wondering the same thing.. Aug 8th, Thanks for the instructions Jan 25th, Ryan - You flashed
my ECM a few months back, and after some problems with my wiring i need to back over it all.
Ryan I just wanted to say thanks a bunch for all your help. Feb 7th, Feb 16th, Samohtneas posts
Member since Nov MickeyAsh posts Member since Sep Edit Post. Post Reply. Last post by.
Total ratings: Rate this member. PFF System Bot. Rate this member. Total ratings: 83 Rate this
member. Total ratings: 84 Rate this member. Total ratings: 52 Rate this member. Originally
posted by Darth Fiero: Not true. Originally posted by ohio86se: thanks Ryan. Total ratings: 54
Rate this member. Originally posted by 85sliverGT: Ryan - You flashed my ECM a few months
back, and after some problems with my wiring i need to back over it all. Originally posted by
cornersonrails: Ryan I just wanted to say thanks a bunch for all your help. Originally posted by
Dennis LaGrua: Darth. All times are ET US. Got a buggy? How about a ? If not, get one!
Everybody knows the for its durability, power, and reliability in the GM cars. We custom make
each harness and engine run it on an engine before it ships. Our weatherproof fuse and relay
box that is built onto the harness can be
2000 tundra exhaust system
gmc sierra pictures
96 nissan maxima interior
mounted anywhere. Let us know if you have any fitment questions or if we can customize a
setup for your project! Have Questions? Call or Email us Now. Our Standalone Harness for Gm
Series II engines include the following and can be customized to just about anything you need it
to be:. Please let us know if you have any questions, we would love to hear about your project
and help in any way we can! At Swap we are driven by the enthusiast and the unique projects
that fill our motorsports community. We strive to offer the best products for those projects at
the best prices. We focus on the detail of every build making our products above market
standard, you get more than you pay for, you get perfectionâ€¦â€¦. Options Gm 3. No Yes Yours.
No Yes. None Kevlar Tape Mesh. I have one Include One. This order is subject to all Terms and
Conditions found at swapspecialties. Category: Harnesses and PCM's. Contact Swap
Specialties. Follow Us. Useful Links. Our Mission. Call Us. Email Us. Scroll Up.

